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SECTION 3: BREACH OF FIDCIARY DUTY 
 
Is there a fiduciary relationship? 
 
‘Accepted categories’  

• trustees and beneficiaries: Boardman, Keech v Sandford 
- The trustee has title to the trust property (greater power); the beneficiary becomes reliant/dependant upon that. 

• directors and companies: obiter in Hospital, ratio in Regal Hastings 
- Director’s power to deal with the company’s assets; company’s interest in exercising its legal powers sensibly 

rather than being exploited. 
• agents and principals 

- Agent is able to incur a liability, enter into contracts, take title etc on the principal’s behalf.  
• employees and employers: Grimaldi, Regal Hastings 

- Scope depends on rank, status, how much latitude employer gives employee, employer’s vulnerability to abuse. 
• partners: Chan v Zacharia, Birchtnell 

- Neutrality – pooling of assets, pooling of endeavours, sharing of rewards. 
• solicitors and clients: Farrington v Rowe, KPMG, Nocton 

- Clients metaphorically entrust their legal situation or custody of the info to the solicitor.  
- Client vulnerability = not in a position to go behind the solicitor cf. plumber makes a recommendation – no 

representative dimension, you don’t have to follow the plumber’s advice cf. solicitor. 
• bankruptcy trustees and creditors 
• BUT does NOT include doctor-client (Breen v Williams), government-citizen (Habib), bank manager-client, or joint 

venturers (UDC v Brian) 
 
‘Factual’ or non-standard categories (Hospital Products per Mason J) 

• Where a relationship is not an accepted category, it may still be fiduciary where one party possesses powers or discretions, 
capable of affecting another’s legal or practical interests, in circumstances where the other party is vulnerable. 
 

• Per Breen v Williams, doctor-patient is NOT an accepted category of fiduciary relationship. BUT there may be if there 
exists some legal or practical interest of the patient in question, usually a pecuniary interest in either: 

- receiving competitively priced and appropriate medical care; or 
- commercializing aspects of the patient’s medical record. 
- Breen v Williams: [dispute over access to medical records. P argued a prescriptive duty ie. doctor has not given 

“her” records to her] NB. Property in medical records belongs to the doctor, not the patient. Serving two masters 
cases – in sending patient to a hospital: serving himself as investor in that establishment and serving the patient in 
giving medical advice 

• Parties to a joint venture will be in a fiduciary relationship where their relationship is sufficiently analogous to a 
partnership prior to the actual formalities of a future partnership. (UDC v Brian) 

- UDC v Brian: [commercial dealing between 3 companies (they described it as a joint venture). Agreed to pool 
assets, endeavoured to develop a shopping centre – builder, land-owner, financier. B discovered separate 
agreement unknown to him; rent was to pass to UDC first to discharge prior debts one company owed to UDC] At 
the pre-contractual stage, each of the parties committed to the metaphorical custody of their interests, hence 
became vulnerable. 

• There is NO general interest in: 
- Being of good health (Breen v Williams) 
- Romantic/emotional interest 
- Not being tortured (Habib) [H was kidnapped by US army in Afghan and was tortured. When Aus officers were 

present they did not make diplomatic representations on his behalf ie. to stop torture] Re equity, no undertaking.  
• NB. Reputational interest re market positioning and ability to sell into market (Hospital Products per Mason J)  

- [HP wanted to introduce surgical staple equipment in lieu of stitches, negotiated with USSC to be their sole 
distributor, noticed they had no patents in Aus. HP analysed their products, worked out how to build them and set 
up his own manufacturing process. USSC’s share in the Aus market reduced significantly over time] 

- In promising to build the market or USSC goods in Aus, HP became a custodian of USSC’s commercial reputation 
and goodwill in the Aus market.  

 
 
Scope of the fiduciary relationship 

• P argues that powers/discretions exercised by D fell within the scope of those obligations. 
• The scope of the fiduciary relationship is those powers or discretions in respect of which a principal’s legal or practical 

interests are vulnerable to abuse due to that principal’s repose of trust and confidence in the fiduciary, ad which are 
therefore burdened by fiduciary obligations. 

• Re scope, consider: 
- The content of the contractual relationship between the parties. (Hospital Products per Mason J) 
- Scope determined by actual circumstances of relationship. (Birchtnell per Dixon J; Hospital Products per Mason J) 

- character of the relationship 
- course of dealing actually pursued 

- Must look beyond agreements/deeds: Birtchnell  
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- Birtchnell: [real estate partnership. Partners discovered that one partner (now deceased) had profited on 
the side from real estate speculation] “the purpose of the firm is to facilitate clients in their dealings with 
property, not to participate directly in real estate speculation” 

- Company’s constitution, but NB. the limits of a contract do NOT conclusively determine the scope. (UDC v Brian) 
- Do NOT be confined by accepted FD categories – eg. solicitor who provides financial (not legal) advice may still 

be burdened with fiduciary obligations while doing so. (Farrington) 
• NB. The scope of duty will not extend to positive duties, which are the domain of contract and negligence. Proscriptive 

NOT prescriptive fiduciary duties are recognised in Aus. (Breen v Williams) 
 

 
Breach of Fiduciary Duty 

• D exercised one or more of these burdened powers and discretions to allow a conflict to arise or continue [conflicts rule], 
and/or make an unauthorised profit [profits rule]. (Chan v Zacharia) 

- Not every wrongdoing by D is necessarily a breach of fiduciary duty, even though it may be a breach of equitable 
duty eg. failure to advance company’s best interest. (Breen v Williams) 

- Detriment is NOT necessary. (Keech v Sandford) 
 
 
(a) The conflicts rule: allow a conflict to arise or continue 

• The fiduciary is not permitted to allow a conflict to arise or continue in the exercise of powers and discretions within the 
scope of the fiduciary relationship. (Chan v Zacharia) 

• Threshold = that there is a real and substantial possibility of conflict, not merely hypothetical. (Boardman) 
• NO breach where the fiduciary’s duty runs in the same direction as the allegedly conflicting duty or interest. (Boardman) 

 
Duty–interest, where fiduciary’s own personal interests conflicts with the interests of the person they are bound to protect. 

• Chan v Zacharia: Dr renewed surgery premises lease in his own name, benefitting himself at the expense of the partnership. 
• Nocton: a solicitor advised a client to release a mortgage over a property the solicitor also had a mortgage secured against. 

Moved N‘s interest up in priority. 
• Hospital Products: HP negotiated with USSC to be their sole distributor, noticed they had no patents, analysed their 

products, worked out how to build them and set up his own manufacturing process. 
• Keech: [lease held on trust, lessor refused to renew lease to trust because the beneficiaries were infants thus doubted ability 

to comply with terms. Trustee obtained renewal in his own name] Trustee held new lease upon trust for his beneficiary.  
 
Duty–duty, (serving two masters) where fiduciary obligations owed to one principal conflicts with those owed to another principal. 

• Farrington: (concurrent) [a solicitor advised client #1 (who he advised and won $ re personal injuries matter) to invest in 
client #2, who then went bankrupt] From the client’s pov, situation has not changed, the financial advice was merely another 
piece of the solicitor’s advice. Client’s practical situation is still in the solicitor’s custody. 

• Bolkiah v KPMG: (successive) solicitor’s obligations to a former client ended at the termination of the retainer, only breach 
of confidence remained. Re #1 identifying suspicious transactions (P failed, he knew KPMG was auditor for the company 
when he hired them), #2 following money trail (injunction granted). 

• CF. Spincode (VIC): suggests Bolkiah was wrong – fiduciary obligation survives the termination of any retainer. [solicitor 
advising company, the directors fall out, company receives notice that solicitor is now advising the directors who had left 
instead of the company] solicitor cannot unilaterally decide he no longer has custody of the client’s situation. 

• Pilmer: [directors of M1 & M2 and shareholders of M1 convinced M2 to purchase M1. Obtained independent evaluation of 
M1 overstating its price – the accountants did prior work for company and hoped to in the future thus prepared favourable 
report] accountant’s FD ended when they delivered their report to the board of directors, decision made before the meeting 
(CF. Kirby J says decision maker was the shareholders meeting) 

 
Duty can survive the relationship that gave rise to the fiduciary duty: 

• If fiduciary characteristics remain on the facts, fiduciary obligations will continue to apply despite the end of the 
relationship (eg. termination of retainer) (Spincode) 

• Keech v Sandford: trustee held new lease upon trust for his beneficiary. 
• Chan: partnership ended; yet the Dr exercised powers that the others were vulnerable to abuse. Arguably fiduciary 

obligations following the termination of an accepted category are possible where they satisfy a factual category of fiduciary. 
 
 
(b) The profits rule: makes an unauthorised profit 

• A fiduciary cannot make an unauthorised profit through exercising their powers or discretions as a fiduciary within the 
scope of the fiduciary relationship. (Chan per Deane J) The profits rule extends to a benefit or gain obtained by reason or 
use of the fiduciary position, or opportunity or knowledge resulting from it. 

- NO defence to argue the fiduciary gave consideration for the profit/exercised skill in creating the profit. Equity is 
strict in enforcing the rule, even if enforcing it may grant the other party a one-off windfall. (Regal Hastings) 

- BUT may receive an allowance re calculation of the remedy, where fiduciary contributed his own skill, expertise 
or assets, provided that such contribution went beyond merely what was required to effect the breach. (Boardman) 

• “to profit” = to acquire a valuable asset OR to benefit from an appreciation in value of an asset. It is irrelevant that X 
acquired [the surgery] at a reasonable market price. (Chan) 
 


